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So far four primate taxa have been discovered from the latest middle Eocene Pondaung 

Formation, Central Myanm訂←Burma):Pondαungiαcotteri,A1叩｝中ithecusmogαungensis, 

Bahinia pondaungensis, and an unnamed new taxon. Especially the phylogenetic positions of 

Pondαungia and Amphipithecus have been discussed by many researchers since their first 

discoveries in the early part of this century. Recent new specimens, including maxillary frag-

ments, of Pondaungia and Amphipithecus怒 ayreveal then taxonomic status and phyloge” 

netic position in the evolution of early anthropoids in East Asia. 

It was at出sbeginning of the 20th c関知rythat the first mammal fossils were reported 

the Po設daungareaラCen討alMyanmar. Nu沼町ousteet註andbone fragments of large 

mammals, such as anthracotheresラaminodo出 dsラandbrontotheres ( = titanothe詑 s）ラ were

palむむntologists(Pilgrim and Cotter, 1916). In 1914ラ臨む玄関ver,the pri出 ate

fossils were collected near Pangan Village by Dr. G. de P. Cotter of the Geological S盟主vey

we玄sdescriるedby G. E. Pilgrim in 1927.認erεgarded that they belong to the 

S設立ieindividual予and註amedit Pondaungia cotteri. Pollo現ringthese disむoveriesof fossil 

materialsラDr.Bar部立lBrown of the American Mus関節ofNatぽ alRisto訊 visitedBurma 

tむ 1923.Althむugh collection has not been studied 

to U.S.ラColもert(193ブラ 1938) several 

includinちanew primate taxon, Amphipithecus mogaungensis. 

a設dAmphipithecus were regarded as higher primate丸出eAnthropoidea, by 

(1ヲ27)and Colbert (1937), respectivel）ん
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Fig滋re1. Index map of Myanmar and Pondaung 
primate fossil localities (1,type locality of Pondaungia, 
Kyitchaun島阪ogaung;4, Yarshe Kyitchaung, Bahin; 5フ

of 

of 1970s, several 

showing several primate fossil localities. Star means 
2, Taung Ni Gyin Kyitchaung, Pankan; Lema 
Kyitchaung, Babin. 

玖rere 

明rere at 

again. Although these“second" specimens were identified as 

治nphipithecus(Ba Maw et al.ラ 1979;Ciochon et alけ 1985）ヲ thecontroversy over their 

phylogenetic position were丑otestablished. 

the late 1990'sラ severalpaleontological investigations were carried out at the 

Pondaung area in order to find more primate specimens. These researches provided us 

new primate fossils including not only known Pondaungia and Amphipithecus but also 

two new primate taxa. In this paper we introduce the brief history of the discovery of 

primate fossils from the Pondaung area, and present several taxonomical and phylogenetic 

problems in the Pondaung primates. 

Geo lo雲icalS説話盈g

The Irrawaddy ( = Ayeyarwady）哀iver,which is one of the largest river in Myanmar, 
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originates in the Tibetan plateau and flows southward through the Andaman Seaラpenetrat掴

ing the Central Iρwlands of Myanmar. On the other handヲtheChindwin River, another 

big river in Myanmar, originates in the northern Myanmar and joins the Irrawaddy River 

at the Central Myanmar, about 50 km no託hof Pagan ( = Bagan）ラ theoldest capital. Along 

these Irrawaddy and Chindwin River, the Tertiary deposits are widely distributed and is 

called the Central Tertiary Belt (Colbe民 1938)or Inner Burman Tertiary Basin (Bender, 

1983). This Central Tertiary Belt is bounded by the Shan Plateau on the east and by the 

foldedArakan Yoma （コmoun

In this Central Tertiary Belt there are several localities produci工iga rich mammal 

fossils: the Pondaung fauna ofむpperEocene ageラthe工βwerIrrawaddy fauna of Pliocene 

ageラ andthe Upper Irrawaddy fauna of 1βwer到eistoceneage. The mammal fossils of 

Pondaung Fauna have been mainly discovered from the Pondaung Formation (Pondaung 

Sandstone）ラwhichis underlain匂theTabyin Formation (Tabyin Clay) and overlain by the 

Yaw Formation (Yaw Shale) (Fig. 2). The Tabyin Formations is basically marine sedi-

ments and the Pondaung Formation, going upw註rdsin the seriesラexhibitsa gradual change 

from mari閉めるrackishand finallyぬ freshwaterand land conditions. The marine Yaw 

Formationむverliesthe Pondaung Fo立nationunconformably. From the south to the north 

the芦 onthe other hand, the 

nental sediments and a 

that the continental sediments 

Pondaung Formation is 

the west and the Chindwin River 

Members (Fig. 2ラAung,1999; 

m i自由ick,consisting 

glomerateラsiltstonesヲandshale 

出誌に consistingmainlyば

of出 am出 alfossilsラincluding

Upper詔emむers.

s対1ibitsa progressive advance of conti冊

詑 treatof marine deposition. It is generally believed 

gradually めout21° 45'N to 23°30＇関．

distributed between the Pondaung Hill 設egionin 

註ieeast, and can be divided into the工βwerand Upper 

Naing Soeラ1999).Tl路工,owerMember is about 1500 

S呂ndstonesand clays with some con掴

説emるeris much thinner, about 500 m in 

sandstone and variegated clay beds. 

fossilsヲseemto have been collected from the 

すhereare th玄関 mainfossil localities at the Pondaung areaヲ Pangan（ロ Pankan,

Phan伊豆〉圃Magyiga民説。ga恐喝ラ andBahin villages, all of which have produced primate 

fossils to date (Fig. 1 ). Although出eselocalities are separated only 10冊 20km from each 

other, it is very hard to move 

bむsh/sαuband of 

localities are likely to 

(Fig. 2ラ

localities are 

geむlogicalageむf

one locality to the other because of a dense 

S tratigraphicall yラhowever,all these three 

of the Upper Member of the Pondaung 
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Eocene age on the basis of the mam立凶ianfossils, such as anthracotheres ( artiodacty la）ラ

合併自由ePond却設gFormation釦 dof the出 arineinvert訪問tefossils, such as盟 oll出むsand 

fo玄aminifers,from出eove玄lyingYaw Formation (Pilgrim and Cotter, 1916). Later re四

sea玄chersラaccepti設gtheir vie鳴ら pointedout that the perissodactyls and artiodactyls of the 

fauna areむむ立elatedto those of the Bartonian (or L凶ia吋Stagein E哲郎pe(Piト

grim, 1925ヲ 1928).cむ臨む託（1938)also indicated t註atthe Pondaung fauna is co汀elatedto 

the U intan Land Mammal Age in Nor出λmericaand to the Shara Mむ unfauna in Inner 

長fo設golia空both呂reconsidered as the late Eocene age. 

and Ciochon (1994）ラ however,reviewed註iegeological age of thむPondaung

fa羽na謀説dconcluded that it is the間 iddleEocene age o註theむasisof the£むllowingreasons: 

is now 時間玄dedas出elate middle Eoむむ琵鳥（2)reむS拭 studiesof 

moll国むsand microfossils ( calca向山S

to age 

planktonic foraminifera) indicatむ

_ which is now詑伊rdedas the 

antl官 邸0註ieres）ヲ whichis one of t註c

fau白鳥 isalso reported from the latest middle 

立ioreover.ラ

poll怠ns/spむresof the 

which correspo設dめ the

m 

as mcertaむ
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Figure 3. The second 
specimen of P. cotteri. 
Occlusal (a: stereo pai;) 
and buccal (b) views of 
NMMP-3 (a left man-
dibular fragment with 
M2, 3). Scale barコlcm.

in the identification of this cusp: a hypocon民pseudohypocone,or metaconule. It is gener四

ally believed that a t印 ehypocone is originally derived from the ( disto-) lingual cingulum 

and the connection between the protocone and hypocone is a secondary structure seen in 

later anthropoids. The presence of a true hypocone on upper molars has been regarded as 

one of the most critical character of anthropoid primates. If this cusp is a true hypocone, 

that is a positive character for the anthropoid status for Pondaungia. If this cusp is a 

pseudohypoco白鳥Pondaungiais likely to be a prosimian. And although there has bee no 

student who regarded this cusp a metaconule so far, in this case Pondaungia would be 

regarded as a primitive mammal, such an artiodactyl. 

Some researchers considered this cusp a true hypoconeヲandso Pondaungia should 

be an anthropoid (e.g. Pilgrimラ 1927;Colbert, 1937). Other researchers insisted that this 

distolingual cusp is connected with a protoconid, so it should be a pseudohypoco民 which

has been splitted from the protocone. In the type specimenラ GSID202ラ althoughthe 

distolingual cusp seems to be connected both with the distolingual and distal cingulaラthe

occlusal surface of M1' 2 is somewhat erodedヲmakingthe idetification of this cusp diffi叩

cult. 

On the other hand, lower molars of the type specimen are also very eroded and show 

very few morphological information. M2 is widerるutslightly shorter than M3・InM2 the 

12 
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trigonid is very slightly wider than the talonid, but its enamel surface is so badly eroded or 

むrokenthat its detailed configuration is oむscure.The presence/absence of the paraconid 

on lower molarsヲthatis also one of 出emost definitive criteria for prosimians/anthropoidsラ

cannot be confirmed unfortunately. In M2 there is no distinct hypoconulid oむservedラwhile

in M3 the talonid tapers posteriorly. The buccal cingulid is very small or abse剖.It is inter-

esting that an enamel crenulation is oるservedboth i自立pperand lower molars. 

More 色 鉛 sixtyyears after the discovery of the first specimenラthesecond specimens 

of Pondaungia官 erecollectedるyMyanmar researchers at the Mogau註gVillage in Aprilラ

1978ラwhe主Gis the type locality of another fossil primateラAmphipithecusmogaungensisラ

(Fig. 1; Ba説awet al.ラ 1979).This second specimen consists a right mandib叫arra盟国

120377, = DG臨む由Pl，問問問P1). Although Ba Maw et al. (1979) 

scribed only出isspeci臨む九 ano出釘mandibularspecimen was collected in September of 

the same yea五Thisspecimen, a left ma設dibular玲 muswith M2_3 (DGMU乎2ラご
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shape and siぉ toUCMP 12037. These second specimens 

than the type specimen both in dental and mandibular sizes （τable 3ヲ

but were identified as the same speciesラP.cotteri. The mandibular rami of 

second specimens are also very deep組 drobustly constructed compared with the type 

specimen. 

in gooせ

poorly-preserved type speci組問ラ however,the second specimens are 

to provide a detailed information of the dentition. In the M2 trigonid 

present: the buccal one is obviously the protoむonidbut the identifica由

副首ic立lt.Although B註悶設wet al. (1979) 

as註ieparaむonidand metaconid, there is ano出erpossibili守that

w泊予eakof the metaconiιbecause出eyare too closely situated to 

as the different cusps and the prep玄otocrista印邸 anteriorly

to the“paraconid＇ヘ

presence/abse詰ceof the hypoconulid in Pondaungiaラ出む玄ehave been two 

see立lS設oconse設S註5

of 

following shared鵬 derivedfeatures between 
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its郡山hsmaller size 

註ietype specimenヲ

enamel layer of lower molars is 
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援援麓撃護覆覆婆護霊霧葱援護務諺墾襲撃欝援額覆察覆覆謬璽

to 

むむtapaleo出むlogicalre叫

which 

frag部 ent

mandibular合ag-

were collected at the 

民主ogaungvillageヲwhe詑

4 as a new species, P.“minuta", on the basis of 

of the longer四註ndnarroweトshaped…12 

ぬbeero母edor to 
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玄海ble1. Primate fossil specimens discovered from the Pondaung Forma 

Specimen number Taxonomic name Description Village Kyitchaung Discovery year Expediton Team 

GSI-D 201 Pondaungia cotteri left mandible with M2_3 Pangan roadside 1914 

GSI-D 202 Pondaungia cotteri left maxilla with M1-2 Pangan roadside 1914 

GSI-D 203 Pondaungia cotteri right mandible with Pangan roadside 1914 

…．〈．明門雪｝.~：？..号.9....... A.~！：P.り．奴H毛子ぞ.~~..切q‘sq.~ ….. M?.g刊誌工相村明！？♂ ……｝.~.~？. ••・……・…タM..~~·····…－
UCMP 120377 Pond正umgiacotteri right mandible with M2_ 

－ 

3 Mogaung Thandaung 1978 Myanmar 

(= DGMU-P4, NMMP 1) 

DGMU-Pl Amphipithecus mogaungensis left mandible with為11-2 Mogaung Lema 1978 Myanmar 

(=NMMP2) 

DGMU-P2 Pond，αungiαcotteri left mandible with M2_3 Mogaung ’fha 1978 Myanmar 

~ 
Pondαungiα”minutαH right mandible with M1_3 (infant?) Mogaung Lema 1997 Myanmar 

開”吋~ “日‘ ・ト圃占

NMMP5 Pondαungia cotteri right mandible with M2_3 1997 0、 Mogaung Lema Myanmar 

NMMP6 Amphipithecus mogaungensis left mandible with M1_2 Mogaung Thandaung 1997 Myanmar 
守で旬、、

NMMP7 Amphipithecus”bahinensis" right mandibles with P4-M3 and left mandible with PrM3 Bahin Yarshe 1997 Myanmar 
!? h‘ 

NMMP 15 Bahinia pondaungensis right & left maxillae with C”M2, & right mandible with Prl Bahin Yarshe 1998 Myanmar-France 

NMMP 17 Pondαungia cotteri right mandible with C-M3 恥1ogaung Thandaung 1998 Myanmr-France 

NMMトKU0001 unnamed right maxilla with P4-M3, left mandibles with C-P3, and M2ゅ Bahin Yarshe 1998 Myanmar-Japan 

NMMP－五U0002 unnamed left mandibe with M3 Bahin Yarshe 1998 Myanmar-Japan 

NMMP-KU 0003 Pond，αungia cotteri left maxilla with 11, C，ザ，（P4ふtl1),M2, and (M3) Pangan Taungni 1998 Myanmar-Japan 

NMMP-KU 0004 Pondaungiα？ left female? upper canine Pangan Taungni 1998 Myanmar”Japan 

NMMP-KU 0051 Pondaungiαcot蛇ri buccal half of right M 1 Mogaung Lema 1998 Myanmar-Japan 

NMMP-Kむ0115primate or artiodactyla? right femur Bahin Paukkaung 1998 Myanmar-Japan 

NMMP-KU 0129 Bahinia pondaungensis mandible with left C-M1 and right IrC Bahin Yarshe 1998 MyanmarよJapan

NMMP-KU 0228 Amphipithecus mogaungensis right maxilla with (P4), M1”3 Bahin Paukkaung 1999 Myanmar-Japan 

NMMP-KU 0229 Amphipithecus mogaungensis parietal gart of s~11ll Bah in Paukkaung 1999 Myanmar-Japan 
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Table 2. Measurements of upper dentition of Pondaung primates. 

ci p2 q
J
 D

i
 

Specimen No. side MD BL MD BL MD BL MD BL MD BL 

Pondaungia 

GSI D203* L 

NMMP-KU 0003 L (5.89) 4.52 7.70 6.40 3.58 5.53 

Amphipithecus 

NMMP-KU 0228 R 

d
仏

τPA 
Mi M1 M3 

Specimen No. side MD BL MD BL MD BL MD BL 

Pondaungお

GSI D203* L 5.2 6.5 5.7 8.1 

NMM下KU0003 L (3.85) (5.83) 6.76 9.16 

Amphipithecus 

NMMトまじ 0228R 5.44 7.23 5.53 7.91 5.01 7.13 

Data with* are adopted from Ba Maw et al. (1979) and with** are fro臨 Jaegeret al. (1998). 

Measurements in parentheses are unreliable because of being badly damaged. R: right, L: left. 

has been depressed during the fossilization, so the postorbital closure cannot be observed 

副主ectly.However, the slight swelling of the vむntralorbital surface of Pondaungia sug-

gestsヲeve設立註otcompleteヲthepartial postorbital closure of the sort seen in Aotus and 

Saimiriラbothare 

Pondaungia has moderate sized P3，ヘ andj延長gingfrom the size of the rootラ P2is 

probably very small. Uppe玄premolarare relatively small with respect to百ppermolarsラso
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ふ
E
L short雪differingfrom a long snout of adapoids. 

0003 is far larger than that of the type specimen, GSI D 202ラ

S臼ggesting出isnew individual belong to the“larger gro現p”ofPondaungia. In overall 

structureラtherefo民 Pondaungiadiffers from lo設g-snou匂dadapoids/lemurs and from largむ

eyed o関 omyoids/tarsiers.Pondaungia seems to be a transitional form between thむ

prosimians and anthropoidsラshowinga mosaic of primitive and derived morphological 

cha玄acters.

The type spむcimenof Amphipitheεus was collectedるyDr. Barnum Brow註 atthe 

Mogaung village during a field research in 1923. However, it was not until Dr. E. Colbert 

described this specimen in 1937ラちecausethe specimen was overlooked when it 

wasむataloguedwithin the muse羽mcollections (Colbertラ1937,1938). The type specimen 
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a 

務察機鱗繋霧謬謬機機鱗襲撃額

話．百iesecond specimen ofAmphipithecus mogaungensお.Occlusal (a: stereo pair) and buccal (b) views 
32520 (a le立mandibularfragment with P3-MムScalebarロ 1cm. 

consists of a left mandibular fragment with P 3四 M1and roots of C1 and P 2・Themandibular 

body is very deep relative to the size of lower dentition. The P 3 4 has a large protoco丑id

and an indistinct metaconid. A small paraconid is present on P 3 but indistinct/ab罰則 on

The P, is隠 thermolariformed with a well develooed総lonidラwhileP-:i has only a shallow 
宅
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outline of P3 4 is described as 

Ciochon and Holroyd (1994). On 

talonidラ組da paraconid seems to be present on 

創出oughColbert (1937) described the pos同

the trigonid is m註ch廷ar玄ower 

the center of the anterior end 

sible e玄istenceof the hypoconulid呂tthe talonid rimヲitis very hard to recognize such 

structure on M1 of the type specimen. P 3問問1has a very shallow buccal cingulid. 

Colbert (1937) regarded Amphipithecus as an anthropoid primate on the basis of 

followi時 dentaland mandibular features: (1) the deep mandibular ra立ms，。） the devel聞

oped lingual (inferior?) transverse torus and the genioglossal pit at the symphysial regionラ

(3) a rather posteriorly located mental foramenラand（ヰ）an aむbreviatedvertiεal symphysis 

and upright canine. Simons (1963ラ時65ラ1971）ヲ suppo託inghis vie＇叫 pointedout the simi-

larityむetweenAmphipithecus and some anthropoid taxaヲ suchas Oligopithecus and 

Aegyptopithecusラ fromthe early Oligocene Fayum depositラ Egyptラ andconsidered 

Amph伊ithecus,together with Pondaungiaラasthe earliest catarrhine monkeys. Szalay (1970) 

and Szalay and Delson (1979）ラ however,insisted the adapid affinity of Amphipithecusぅ

denying the close relationship with Fayum anthropoids on the basis of the following rea四

sons: (1) the presence of a paraconid on Ml' (2) the large size and the shape of the M1 

talonidヲ。） a rather buccally positioned hypoconulid on M1 (he identified the presence of 

the hypoconulid on M1 of the type specimen）ラ and( 4) the morphology of the P3 and 

Gingerich (1980) also supported this adapoid hypothesis. This controversy was not settled 

るecausethe fossil materials ofAmphipithecus were too scanty to identify its phylogenetic 

18 
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7.官1esecond specimen of A. mogaungensis. Occlusal (a: stereo pair) and buccal (b) views of DGMU-Pl 
(a left m 叫 bularfragment with M1 .). Scale barロ 1cm. 

seco註d

the new 

2）ヲ consistingof a left mandibular fragment with問1”ア wascol-

villag号， in 1ヲ78ラanddesεribe品late玄by

et 

speci邸宅民間1ofDGMU-Pl has a much narrower and longぽ位igonid

than has a弓uadrateocclusal outline空withthe trigonid and talonid 

(1937) men四

an“i設cipient"

(1985) 

basis of the morphology of 

changing their morphological identification of the paraconid and hypoconulidラむoneluded 

position of Amphipithecus is obs仰向（Ciochona婦問olroyd,1994). 

originallyおscribed出抗出ereis no paraconid on M2 of 

Ciochon and設olroy品（199ヰ） say that“there is a slight ce註trallylocated bulge present on 

of the trigonid" on M2 of DG滋む－Pl.Ciocl間 land認olroyd（臼94)also 

presence of the hypoconulid on lowe玄 関olarsofAmphipithecusヲconcu百出s
with views of Szalay （間70ラ1972)and Szalay a詞 Delson(197吟．τheyexplain that as in 

so立1e hypocon ulid of Amphipithecus ぬ disappearcompletむiぁleavingno 

1ヲ
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a 

醐－鷹轍醐理額欄揚揚腸磐線鶴甥務調

b 

Figure 8. Photographs of 
Amphipithecus "bαhinensis" 
(NMMP 7). The occlusal (a) 
and the buccal (b) views of the 
mandible. Scale bar = 1 cm 

trace of a dentine pit or any other evidence of its occu口enceas the molar becomes worn. 

In this paper, however, they only showed the possibility of the presence of the hypoconulid 

on the worn molars of Amphipithecus, but did not prove the presence of the hypoconulid. 

設記ce盈tdiscoveries of Amphipithecus i監 late 1990's 

As already mentioned, Myanmar researchers carried out the paleontological investi四

gation at the Pondaung area in March柑 Aprilof 1997ラanddiscovered many mammal fos-

sils, including a new specimens ofAmphipithecus: NMMP 6 is a left mandibular fragment 

withMげ andNMMP 7 consists of nearly complete right and left mandibles with right P 4帽

M3 and left P 3帽 M1.In the research report of the expedition NMMP 6 was identified as A. 

mogaungensisヲwhileNMMP 7 was named as a new species, A.“bahinensis”（Pondaung 

Fossil Expedition Teamラ 1997).However, there is no significant morp註ologicaldi百erence

between A. mogaungensis and A.“bahine肘 is".Jaeger et al. (1998) also regarded this 

specime九 NMMP7, as Amphipithecus mogaungensis on the basis of the morphological 
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similarities between 32520, and 

間静Z詑ヲ．官1enewest specimen 
of A. mogαungensis (NMMト
KU 0228). Right lateral views 
of a parietal fragment (a) and 
maxillary fragment with M1-3 

and posterior part of P4 (b) . 
Scale barロ 1cm. 

7. In this paper we also agree 

their view出atthese specimens belong to出csingle taxo民A.mogaungensis. 

7, a pair of nearly complete mandiblesラprovideus many important characters 

ofA. mogaungensis: mandibular symphysis is rather verticalラandat the lingual face 

of the symphysis there are 叩 periorand inferior住ansversetori and well developed 

genioglossal pit between them.すhe立iandibulararcade is rath訂 V-shapedラ andthe sym-

physis is not fused. The occlusal section of canine root suggests that this tooth is very 

compresse長bilaterallyand implanted diagonally to the cheek tooth row without forming 

the tooth-comちwhichis a shared田 derivedfeat現時 ofextant prosimians. Judging from the 

size of the root, the P 2 is relatively small with respect to P 3 4・InM1 the paraconid seems to 

be prese抵抗the立iesialend of the trigonid, that is on the center line of the tooth. The M2 

seems to have neither paraconid nor註ypoco期日d.The M'.l is much smaller.ラbothin mesio同

せistaland buccolingual dimensio民 thanM2・

Bahinia pondaungensis was first discovered at出cYashe玄yitchaungラBahinVillageヲ

in 1998 (Jaeger et al., 1999). The type specimen consists of a right m認 illofacialfragment 

wi也c1＿躍的MMP15) and a left 邸玄illaryfragment with C1-M3 (NMMP 14) and a right 

mandibular fragment with P 2ラ 16). Jaeger et al. (1999) interpreted this 

a設imalas a new representative of the family Eosimiidaιw註ichhas been discovered from 
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’Iable 3-2. Dental measurements of lower dentition of Pondaungia andAmph伊ithecus.

C1 P2 P3 P4 

Specimen No. side max min MD BL MD BL MD BL 

Pondα開：伊

UCMP 120377* R 

GSI D201 ** L 

GSI D202** R 

DGMU-P2料 L

NMMP5料 R

N乱1MP4 ** R 

Amphipithecus 

AMNH 32520料 L

DG匙1U-P1** L 

NMMP 6** L 

NMMP7料

NMMP7料

L 

R 

4.2 4.3 4.7 4.4 

4.5 3.7 4.4 4.1 

4.5 3.8 

Data with* are adopted from Ba Maw et al. (1979) and with料 arefrom Jaeger et al. 

(1998）.畏： right,L: left. 

the Middle Eocene deposits of China (Beard et aム間舛ヲ 1996;Tongヲ1997).Among three 

premolars of Bahiniaヲthesecond premolar is much smaller than others. The M1・ 2 are 

tricuped with a nearly complete buccal and lingual cingulumラandJaeger et al. (1999) 

report a“very slight hypocone swelling on M1 and M2". The P 4 has a well developed 

talonid but no metaconid. The M1 has a distinct paraconid and 4もuccodistally projecting 

hypocom出d”（Jaegeret al.ヲ1999).

It is very interesting that an anterior part of the mandibular specimen (NMMP 16) of 

the holotype was discovered independently by Myanmar-Japan Expedition Team. This 

specimenラNMM手玉U0129ヲconsistsof a left mandibular fragment with C1ヲP2_4, trigonid 

of M1, and root of 12 and a anterior part of the right mandible with 11 and parts of 12 and C1. 

NM間P16andNMMP欄 KU0129 were collected at the same spot, and coincide each other. 

Unfortunately, it is hard to observe whether the mandibular symphysis is fused or not, 

because the mandibular arcade is broken at the symphysial part. The lower incisors are 

implanted vertically and not as procumbent as in exta剖 prosimians.Compared with 

Eosimias from China (Beard et al.ラ 1994ラ 1996;Tongラ1997),Bahinia has a much deeper 

and more ぬるustmandible. 

Despite the presence of the paraconid on M1 2 and the substantial absence of the 

hypocone on M1・乙Jaegeret al. (1999) regarded Bahi1仰 asan anthropoid primateラbe田

cause the Eosimiidae is now regarded as one of the most primitive anthropoid by many 
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すable3嗣2..Dental measurements of lower dentition of Pondaungia and Amphipithecus. 

Mi M1 島・h
Speci盟問 No. side MD trdBL tadBL MD trdBL結dBL MD BL 

Po；減aun伊

UCMP 120377* R 7.1 6.8 6.7 8.3 6.0 

GSI D201料 L 6.6 5.6 5.3 7.3 4.7 

GSI D202料 京 7.2 4.ヲ

DGMU-P2** L 7.0 6.8 6.8 8.5 6.1 
NMMP5材 R 7.3 らコ (6.2) 8.7 6.0 
NMMP4料 京 (5.6) (3.4) (4.0) (6.6) （ヰ.7) (4.8) 7.6 5.2 

Amphipithecus 

AMNH 32520料 L 6.1 5.0 5.8 
DGMじ♂ド＊ L 6.3 5.2 5.5 6.9 6.1 6.0 
NMMP6料 L 6.3 5.3 5.5 6.8 6.0 6.1 
NMMP7料 L 6.5 4.8 5.4 6.8 5.7 5.9 6.1 5.0 
NMMP7料 京 6ユ 4.7 5.3 7.0 5.6 5.8 6.2 5.5 

Measurements in parentheses are unreliable because of being badly damaged 

res ea玄むhers et al.ヲ1ヲ94ラ1ヲ96；すむ忍ち 1997; et aム1997; et ヲ19ヲ8).

prese設乙cof the Eosimiidae in the latest middle記oceneage in鼠yanmar釦 ggesta vast 

母istriるutionnot of this family but also of anthropoids由主ing出emiddle to late Eocene 

出e1998 field season, ano出ernew fossil 

Kyitc註招致g,Bahin VillageラwhereA."bahinensis" 

was discovered at註ieYashe 

7) and Bahinia were collected. 

The specimens consist of the right m路 illaryfragments with left mandibular 

設ndM~ 内 （NMMP醐長UOOOlヲ目立. 10) and a fragment 

0002). This new pri盟 ateis slig加lylarger than Bahinia and much 

出anAmphipithecusand Pondaungia. Upper mola玄shaveas弓むareocむlusalout” 

おむrcusps. M2 3 has a very short trigonid and enamel ere出 lationis observed. 

specimen will be described soon （すakaiet al. , in 

latest middle Eocene sediments of the Pondau日ga玄関ラ fourprimate taxa 

have been discov己主己dso far: Pondαungiαcotteri, Amphipithecus mogaungensis, Bαhinia 

pondaungensisラ組dan unnamed new genむS併問問P長 U0001, 0002). Although recently 

two廷ewspeciesヲR“minuta”andA.“bahinensisヘwereproposed French and Myanmar 
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Figure 10. An unnamed new primate 
(N説MP-KU0001). a: lingual view of the 
left mandibular fragments. b: occlusal 
view of rig註tP4欄M3.

researchers (Jaeger et al.ヲ1998;Pondaung Expedition Teamラ 1997),these two seem to be 

the junior synonym of P. cotteri and A. mogaungensisラrespectively.As for R“minuta", 

NMMP 4 actually has a very shallow mandibular manus with relatively small lower mo四

larsラbutits M3 is not smaller but slightly larger than 出atthe type specimen (GSI D201, 

203) of P. cotteri (Fig. 11 ). 

However.ヲonthe other hand, NMMP 4 is obviously smaller than several specimens of 

P. cotteri (UCMP 120377, DGMU♂2. NMMP 5) in the size of M2 3 (Table 3, Fig. 11). 

This size田 dimorphismseen in Pondaungia can be interpreted by two alternative hypotlト

eses: an extreme sexual dimorphism in P. cotteri or an interspecific variation within the 

genus Pondaungia. In this paper we cannot decide which hypothesis is more probable 

than the other, owing to the scanty of fossil materials. Judging from the dental and m組田

dibular size, it is not strange that Pondaungia has a large sexual dimorphism.in the denti-

tion and mandible，むutAmphipithecus, a nearly same-sized sympatric primate, does not 

show any dimorphism among the present fossil specimens. At presentラtherefore,we can 

only say that the “larger岨 sizegroup”of Pondaungia (including UCMP 120377, DGMU開

P2, NMMP 5, and NMMP-KU 0003) might be representative for another species of 

Po孔dαungiα．

Another remaining taxonomic problem of Pondaung primates is a generic differen-

tiation between PondαungiαandAmphipithecus. Pondαungia was first described in 1927 

on the basis of the M1-2 and M2_3. Although the upper and lower dentition were somewhat 

eroded, basic morphological information were oるtained.When Colbert (1937) established 

Amphipithecus on the basis of P 3四 M1,he described that Pondaungia has a shallower man-

dゐular,more square-outlined lower molarsラandmore transversely aligned lower molar 

cusps with respect to Amphipithecus. However, this definition of Amphipithecus isむased

on the observation not of M2 3 but of P 3田 M1.Later specimens of Amphipithecus revealed 

that this diagnosis does not apply to M2 ofAmphipithecuムwhichhas very s司uareocclusal 
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。

NMMP－玄む 0003

GSI D202 

0 Ml ofA吻 hipiめecus

M2 ofAmpJ中iithecus

M3 ofAmphiJフithecus

説1of Pondaungia 

M2 of Pondawigiα 

M3 of Pondawigia 

4.8 5.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8 

ロ， Scatterplotsof theむpper(a) and lower (b) molars of Pondαungia andAmphipithecus. MD: mesiodis柳

〈賠m).BL: buccolingual width (mm). Note that the size-dimorphism seen on M2, 3 of Pondau略取．

and slightly琵紅rowerthan 

0228ラofAmphipithecus also keeps 

this rule in 
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In the shape of the dental紅 cadeラ on出eother handラ themandibular arcade of 

Amphipithecus (NMMP 7) is rather＇んshapedwith a relatively ac叫eangle of the symphy由

sis (Fig. 8a）ラ whilei琵 Pondaungia

upper molars are relatively large 

upper premolars are relatively small and 11 and 

0003ヲFig.5), suggesti豆gthat the face of 

Pondaungia is玄athershort and its dental arcade is less V-s註aped,more parabolic in oc田

clusal view than inAmphipithecus. 

Jaeger et al. (1998) insist that Pondaungia and Amphipithecus belong to a single 

monophyletic groむPラtheAmphipithecidaeヲtogetherwith Siamopithecusラwhichis discov-

ered from the latest Eocene of K路 biラsouthern宝bail釦 d( Chaimanee et al.ラ1997;Ducrocqラ

1999). They define this family by 出efollowing characters: (1) the lower jaw is very 

(2) lower盟 olarsare bunodont with and very inflated cuspsラ（3)the paraconid 

hypoconulid are very reduced/absent, （ヰ） the labial cingulid紅 ereduced/ absentラ（5)

trigoni長and鵠lonidof M1 are of si血 ila主主eightヲ（6）間2is waisted, (7) M3 is reduced 

with respect to M2, (8) molar enamel surface is c玄関ulatedヲand(9) upper molars has a 

distinct crest linking the hypocone an益戸otocone.All these characters but the relative size 

of Am_ hipithecus: bo也 inPondau，孔 iαand

出組閣内‘ sothe閣内 reductionis ob帽

served 

..., are very similar to each o註1erin lower molars 

and mandibular諮 問 官 民 butin坊perdentition, especially in upper premolars, they are very 

di首位entfro酷 eacho出er:in S均mopithecusp3, 4 have a pear-like occlusal outline with a 

much larger paraco註む出anprotoconもwhilein Pondaungia p3, 4 have an oval outline with 

equal皿 sizedラlowparacone and protocone. At present we don't know which character, that 

is morphological similarity in lower molars and mandible or difference in upper premolarsヲ

we have to take seriously. More fossil時 mainswill resolve this taxonomic problem in 

Pondaung primates. 
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